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MME-EKF-Based Path-Tracking Control of

Autonomous Vehicles Considering Input Saturation
Chuan Hu, Zhenfeng Wang, Hamid Taghavifar, Member, IEEE, Jing Na, Member, IEEE,

Yechen Qin*, Member, IEEE, Jinghua Guo, and Chongfeng Wei

Abstract—This paper investigates the path-tracking control
issue for autonomous ground vehicles with the integral sliding
mode control (ISMC) considering the transient performance
improvement. The path-tracking control is converted into the yaw
stabilization problem, where the sideslip-angle compensation is
adopted to reduce the steady-state errors, and then the yaw-rate
reference is generated for the path-tracking purpose. The lateral
velocity and roll angle are estimated with the measurement of the
yaw rate and roll rate. Three contributions have been made in
this paper: 1) To enhance the estimation accuracy for the vehicle
states in the presence of the parametric uncertainties caused by
the lateral and roll dynamics, a robust extended Kalman filter is
proposed based on the minimum model error algorithm; 2) An
improved adaptive radial basis function neural network (RBFNN)
considering the approximation error adaptation is developed to
compensate for the uncertainties caused by the vertical motion;
3) The RBFNN and composite nonlinear feedback (CNF)-based
ISMC is developed to achieve the yaw stabilization and enhance
the transient tracking performance considering the input satu-
ration of the front steering angle. The overall stability is proved
with Lyapunov function. Finally, the superiority of the developed
control strategy is verified by comparing with the traditional CNF
with high-fidelity CarSim-Matlab simulations.

Index Terms—Path tracking, autonomous vehicles, sliding
mode control, extended Kalman filter, neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
UTONOMOUS ground vehicles (AGVs) have attracted

large amounts of attention and investment in both the

automotive academia and industry over the past decade, due

to the gradually increasing demands for the better safety

and efficiency in the mobility [1]–[3]. The emergence of

AGVs is intended for improving the transportation efficiency,

utilization, and most importantly, road security. Rapid ad-

vancement in the vehicular cyber-physical system (CPS) and
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especially, the artificial intelligence (AI) technologies [4], [5],

have greatly promoted the research and development of AGVs.

Challenging driving scenarios and complex traffic environment

require AGVs to have higher security, robustness, and efficien-

cy [6], [7]. In this background, it is of great significance and

necessity to guarantee high-performance motion control for

AGVs from the transient, robust and reliable perspectives [8],

[9]. Especially, integrated control combining the yaw and roll

dynamics has a great impact on vehicle stability and safety

and thus obtains more research focus and effort [10]–[12].

Path tracking is one of the rudimentary motion control

objectives of AGVs, which is expected to make the AGV

track the desired path given by the path planner in the

presence of the unknown disturbances, model uncertainties,

and inevitable tire sliding effects [13]. Different path tracking

control strategies based on the active front steering (AFS) were

developed in various driving scenarios [14]–[16]. However,

most of the existing literature about the path tracking control

only considered the lateral and yaw dynamics, and generally

neglected the roll dynamics. The load transfer or rollover

prevention, and their influences on the vertical and lateral

dynamics [17], [18] were less been researched previously.

Apart from that, the transient performance improvement or

input saturation issues had seldom been investigated in the

path tracking control design.

Effective path-tracking feedback control highly depends

on the accurate acquisitions of vehicle states. Nevertheless,

the current literature on the path tracking control generally

assumed that the required vehicle states which are hard to

measure with low-cost sensors can be measured or obtained.

Kalman filters, especially the extended Kalman filter (EKF)

and unscented Kalman filter (UKF), have been commonly used

for estimating vehicle states or tire forces. Several previous

research results were presented by using EKF or UKF for

observing the sideslip and roll angles simultaneously [19],

[20]. However, traditional Kalman filters heavily rely on

precise vehicle models, and generally assume that the model

and measurement noise is the white Gaussian noise with the

zero mean value and independent mutually. That is a quite

rigid assumption for the vehicle system, which is a nonlinear

and multi-dimension system in practice. To accelerate the

real-time estimation, the vehicle model is usually simplified

with limited available model parameters. As a consequence,

the simplified model may have time-varying and nonlinear

errors that actually cannot be regarded as white Gaussian

noise. Such a practice in Kalman filter-based estimators will

likely deteriorate the estimation accuracy and then the control
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performance.

Consider the above issues, this paper is dedicated to de-

signing a fast, accurate, and robust path tracking control

strategy based on the reliable estimation of the vehicle states,

considering the system uncertainties caused by the lateral and

roll dynamics, input saturation of the front steering angle,

and transient performance improvement. A rollover index

(load transfer ratio) is adopted in the sliding surface design

to enhance the rollover prevention. The underactuation issue

for traditional vehicles (i.e., the tires are not independently

actuated) is considered in the path-tracking control. To reduce

the transient overshoots, oscillations and steady-state errors

(SSEs) in the path-tracking control and thus improve the

vehicle transient performance and safety, an amendment in

the path-tracking kinematics model is adopted based on the

sideslip-angle compensation. To summarize, three featured

contributions are made: 1) To enhance the estimation precision

by eliminating the effects caused by the system uncertainties

in the lateral and roll dynamics, the minimum model error

(MME) criterion is employed to compensate for the model

errors and update the system model for the EKF estimator

in real time; 2) To cancel the effects of the nonlinearities and

uncertainties, an improved adaptive radial basis function neural

network (RBFNN) is developed to approximate the unknown

vehicle dynamics, where an adaptation law of the approxima-

tion error is developed to improve the estimation accuracy; 3)

An integral sliding mode control (ISMC) strategy is developed

incorporating the adaptive RBFNN and composite nonlinear

feedback (CNF) algorithms to achieve a high-performance

yaw control while enhancing the transient performance with

the input saturation. The stability is proved with Lyapunov

approach.

The rest of this paper is written as follows. The amended

path-tracking kinematics, vehicle lateral and roll dynamics

modeling is presented in Section II. The MME-based EKF

algorithm is developed to estimate the vehicle states in Section

III. The observer-based nonlinear ISMC strategy for the path

tracking is developed in Section IV. Results of the J-turn high-

fidelity simulation with CarSim-Matlab platform are illustrated

in Section V. Section VI presents the conclusion.

II. SYSTEM MODELLING

A. Amended Modeling of Path-Tracking Kinematics

The amended path-tracking model of AGVs [13] is shown

in Fig. 1. e represents the lateral offset from the center of

gravity (CG) to the desired path. ψ represents the heading

error, i.e., the error between the real heading ψh and the

reference heading ψd, that is, ψ = ψh−ψd. vx, vy , β and γ are

respectively the longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity, sideslip

angle and yaw rate, where ψ̇h = γ, and β = arctan (vy/vx) ≈
vy/vx for small sideslip-angle cases. σ refers to the curvilinear

abscissa of the point of tangency T from a beginning point.

The curvature of the desired path changes with the curvilinear

coordinate σ, then is denoted as κ(σ).
Note that the desired path’s tangential direction is usually

chosen as the desired heading, which however may deteriorate

the path tracking performance, especially when the vehicle
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Fig. 1. Amended path-tracking kinematics model

is making a sharp turning. The reason for this can be in-

terpreted as: the lateral control and yaw control are actually

conflicting in the presence of tire sliding effects for traditional

vehicles, and the lateral speed is not zero if the vehicle

makes turnings. By adopting a modification to the desired-

heading definition, the SSEs of the path-tracking errors can

be considerably reduced [13]. Therefore this amendment is

adopted here to promote the transient response of the path

tracking. Based on Fig. 1, the new desired-heading ψda is

defined as ψda = ψd − β. So the amended heading error is

defined as ψ = ψh − ψda = ψh − ψd + β.Then the amended

path-tracking kinematics model for AGVs can be described as

ė = vx sinψ + vy cosψ,

ψ̇ = γ − κ (σ) vx + β̇.
(1)

The yaw-rate reference for the path tracking purpose develope-

d in [13], [21] has a simplified form but achieves a satisfactory

tracking performance, thus is adopted as

r = κ (σ) vx − ℓ2 (ψ + ℓ1e)− β̇, (2)

where ℓ1 and ℓ2 are positive constants chosen to satisfy that

ℓ1 = 1/L, ℓ2 > vx/L, where L is the lookahead distance

[22]. In the Section III the vehicle states including β will be

estimated with an EKF, then β̇ can be reliably obtained by

several effective observers or differentiators [23].

The control objective in path-tracking control generally

refers to making the vehicle maintain in the desired lane, and

follow the predefined path asymptotically, that is, to design

an appropriate control strategy to globally and asymptotically

stabilize the path tracking errors to zero.

B. Modeling of Vehicle Lateral and Vertical Dynamics

A 2 DoF “bicycle” vehicle model is formulated to describe

the vehicle lateral and yaw dynamics as shown in Fig. 2. Iz
and m represent the yaw inertia moment and the total vehicle

mass, respectively. lf and lr represent the front and rear axle

distance from the CG respectively. Fyf and Fyr stand for the

integrated lateral forces of the front and rear tires, respectively.

δf is the steering angle of the front wheel. As the vehicle

longitudinal dynamics can be independently controlled, here

it is assumed that the longitudinal velocity vx is a constant.

Assume the tire slip angles and steering angle are sufficiently
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Fig. 2. 2 DoF “bicycle” vehicle model with sliding effects.

Fig. 3. Half-car roll dynamics model.

small, so the tires work in the linear region, and the vehicle

yaw and lateral dynamics can be modeled as

γ̇ =

(

−lf
2cf − lr

2cr
)

vxIz
γ +

(lrcr − lfcf )

Izvx
vy +

lfcf
Iz

δf ,

v̇y =

(

−vx −
lfcf − lrcr

mvx

)

γ −
(cf + cr)

mvx
vy +

cf
m
δf , (3)

where cf and cr represent the integrated front and rear

cornering stiffnesses.

A 4 DoF half-car model is developed for the vehicle roll

dynamics as shown in Fig. 3 [24]. ms represents the vehicle

sprung mass. ks1 and ks2 represents the left and right-side

suspension stiffness (it is assumed ks = ks1 = ks2), cp1 and

cp2 represents the left and right suspension damping coefficient

(it is assumed cp = cp1 = cp2), mf1 and mf2 are the left and

right unsprung mass of the vehicle (it is assumed mf = mf1 =
mf2), and kt1 and kt2 are the left and right tire stiffnesses (it

is assumed kt = kt1 = kt2), respectively. zb, zw1 and zw2

represent the vertical translations of the sprung mass, left and

right unsprung masses, respectively. f1 and f2 are the active

force at the front and rear active suspensions, respectively. φ
represents the roll angle of the sprung mass. The roll dynamics

can be formulated as

(Ix +msh
2
r)φ̈ = mshr (ay cosφ+ g sinφ)−

lt
2
(Fs1 − Fs2),

(4)

where Ix is the longitudinal inertia moment, hr is the distance

between the sprung mass CG and the roll center. lt is the track

width. ay is the lateral acceleration. Fs1 and Fs2 represent the

left and right suspension forces, respectively, which can be

expressed as

Fs1=−ks1(zb − zw1−
lt sinφ

2
)− cp1(żb− żw1−

ltφ̇ cosφ

2
),

Fs2=−ks2(zb − zw2+
lt sinφ

2
)− cp2(żb− żw2 +

ltφ̇ cosφ

2
).

(5)

To evaluate the roll behavior of the vehicle, the load transfer

ratio (LTR) is defined based on the difference of the vertical

forces between the left and right tires as follows

LTR =
Fzr − Fzl

Fzr + Fzl

=
2ms

mlt

[

(hr + h cosφ)
ays
g

+ h sinφ

]

,

(6)

where Fzl and Fzr represent the vertical forces on the left

and right tires, respectively. h is the height of the vehicle CG.

ays = ay−hφ̈ is the lateral acceleration of the unsprung mass.

The vehicle roll dynamics is stable when the LTR equals to

0, the rollover risk becomes greater when LTR goes toward

±1, and the wheel will lift off when LTR equals to ±1.

III. STATE ESTIMATION

In this section, an EKF based on the MME criterion is

developed to estimate the lateral velocity and roll angle, which

are generally hard to measure. In the estimation, it is assumed

the measurements of the yaw rate and roll rate are available.

A. Problem Formulation for Estimation

According to the vehicle dynamics in (3) and (4), this paper

defines x = [vy, γ, φ, φ̇]
T , y = [γ, φ̇]T and u = δf as

the observer state, measured output, and input, respectively.

Substituting (3), (5) and the lateral acceleration which can be

expresses as ay = v̇y + vxγ into (4), we have

(Ix +msh
2
r)φ̈ =

mshr (lrcr − lfcf )

mvx
γ +

(

mshrg −
l2t
2
ks

)

φ

−
l2t
2
cpφ̇+mshr

cf
m
δf −mshr

(cf + cr)

mvx
vy

+
ltks
2

(zw2 − zw1) +
ltcp
2

(żw2 − żw1) .

(7)

Since the dynamics of the coupled vehicle systems are highly

affected by the lateral tire force [25], this paper develops an

EKF based on the MME criterion, which takes the uncertainty

of the lateral tire forces Fyi (i = f, r) into consideration to

improve the estimation accuracy. The uncertainties contained

in Fyi is formulated as Fyi = F̄yi + ∆Fyi + wi, where F̄yi

and ∆Fyi are the nominal later tire force and its uncertainty,

respectively, and wi is the measurement noise. Considering

the model errors and uncertainties, the state dynamics can be

expressed as

ẋ = f (x, u) + Es, (8)

where f (x, u) =
[

f1, f2, φ̇, f4
]T

with

f1 = −
(cf + cr)

mvx
x1 +

(

−vx −
lfcf − lrcr

mvx

)

x2 +
cf
m
u,

f2 =
(lrcr − lfcf )

Izvx
x1 +

(

−l2fcf − l2rcr

)

vxIz
x2 +

lfcf
Iz

u,
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f4 =
1

(Ix +msh2r)

[−mshr (cf + cr)

mvx
x1+

mshr (lrcr − lfcf )

mvx
x2

+

(

mshrg −
l2t
2
ks

)

x3 −
cpl

2
t

2
x4 +

mshrcf
m

u

+
ltks
2

(zw2 − zw1) +
ltcp
2

(żw2 − żw1)
]

,

and Es = [εs,1, εs,2, εs,3, εs,4]
T

represents the unmodeled

system uncertainties and disturbance including the effects

caused by the tire force uncertainties and measurement noise.

Es can be described as

Es = GΛ + w, (9)

where Λ = [∆Fyf ,∆Fyr]
T

is the uncertainties of the lateral

tire forces, w = [w1, w2, w3, w4]
T

represents the measure-

ment noise vector. Note that we have verified the proposed

estimation strategy in CarSim platform, where the noise and

drift issues of the measurements of the yaw rate and roll

rate are in reasonably small regions, and thus have limited

effects on the estimation performance. Also, the proposed

estimator, MME-EKF and the controller, ISMC have good

robustness to deal with the sensor drift and noise. Denote

Q = diag
(

σ2
w,1, σ

2
w,2, σ

2
w,3, σ

2
w,4

)

as the covariance of the

process noise, where σ2
w,i is the variance of ith element, and

G is the error propagation matrix. From (3) and (4), G can be

calculated as

G =

[

1/m − (lf + 1) /Izvx 0 g4
1/m − (lr − 1) /Izvx 0 g4

]T

, (10)

where g4 = mbhroll/m
(

Ix +mbh
2
roll

)

.

Considering the noise, the measured output can be modeled

as y = h (x) + v, where h (x) = [x2, x4]
T

. Based on the

discussion above, the state-space form of the system can be

formulated as follows

ẋ = f (x, u) +GΛ + w,
y = h (x) + v,

(11)

where v is the measurement noise with the covariance matrix

of R = diag
(

σ2
v,1, σ

2
v,2

)

. The discrete-time expression of the

state-space representation can be expressed as

x (k) = x (k − 1) + Tf (x (k − 1) , u (k − 1))
+ TG (k − 1)Λ (k) + Tw (k − 1) ,

(12)

y (k) = h (x (k)) + v (k) , (13)

where T is the sample time. The main purpose of MME

criterion is to improve the observation accuracy by considering

the system uncertainties.

B. Error Compensation with MME Criterion

The main procedure of MME can be illustrated as: Firstly

the compensator calculates the error Λ based on the system

inputs and measurements. The compensation is then used to

improve the modeling accuracy. EKF finally adopts the com-

pensated system model to estimate system states under random

process and measurement noise. The objective function of the

MME compensator is expressed as [26], [27]

J [Λ (k)] =
1

2
ỹ(k)

T
R−1ỹ (k) +

1

2
ΛT (k) ΓΛ (k) , (14)

where ỹ (k) = y (k)− ŷ (k), Γ is the weight matrix of Λ (k),
and ŷ (k) is the output estimation at the current step ŷ (k) =
h (x̂ (k|k)), where x̂ (k|k) is the predicted system state at k−1
step. By combining (13) and ŷ (k) we have











ŷ (k) = h (x̂ (k − 1|k − 1)) + T
∂h

∂x
ẋ|x=x̂(k−1|k−1),

T
∂h

∂x
ẋ = TLG (h) Λ (k) + TLf (h) ,

(15)

where ∂h/∂x represents the Jacobi matrix of the output

equation, LG(h) and Lf (h) are the first-order Lie derivations

of hx w.r.t. G and f (x, u), which can be expressed as










TLG (h) =
∂h (x)

∂x
G|x̂=x̂(k−1|k−1),

TLf (h) =
∂h (x)

∂x
f (x, u)|x̂=x̂(k−1|k−1).

(16)

The optimal lateral tire force uncertainty Λ can then be

calculated based on the minimum value principle as














Λ (k) = −
[

Θ(k)
T
R−1Θ(k) + Γ

]−1

·

Θ(k)
T
R−1 [S (k) + ŷ (k)− y (k)] ,

ŷ (k) = h(x̂ (k − 1|k − 1)),

(17)

where Θ(k) = TLG(h) and S (k) = TLf (h). One critical

parameter of the MME algorithm is the weight matrix Γ, which

should be chosen to make the observation equation (17) satisfy

the following equality constraint for the covariance

1

Z

Z
∑

z=1

{y(z)− ŷ(z)} {y(z)− ŷ(z)}
T
≈ R, (18)

where Z is the time scale for approaching R.

C. Estimation via EKF Based on the MME Criterion

This part formulates the estimator with MME-EKF based

on the developed error compensator. The process and mea-

surement matrixes are firstly initialized, and the lateral tire

force uncertainty Λ is then calculated and provided to the

EKF module to improve the estimation accuracy. Based on

the above analysis, the discrete form of MME-EKF for the

investigated system can be summarized as

x (k|k − 1) = Tf (x (k − 1|k − 1) , u (k − 1))

+ x (k − 1|k − 1) + TG (k − 1)Λ (k) ,

y (k|k − 1) = h (x (k|k − 1)) ,

P (k|k − 1) = A′ (k)P (k − 1|k − 1)A′(k)
T
+ T 2Q,

K (k) = P (k|k − 1)C ′T (k) ·
[

C ′ (k)P (k|k − 1)C ′(k)
T
+R

]−1

,

x (k|k) = x (k|k − 1) +K (k) [y (k)− y (k|k − 1)] ,

P (k|k) = [I −K (k)C ′ (k)]P (k|k − 1) ,
(19)
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where x (k − 1|k − 1) and P (k − 1|k − 1) are the optimal

estimated state and error covariance matrix at k − 1 step,

respectively. K (k) is the feedback matrix gain of Kalman

filter, and I is an unit matrix. Both A′ and C ′ are the Jacobian

matrixes derived according to the system dynamics, which can

be expressed as

A′ (k) = T
∂f (x (k) , u (k))

∂x (k)
+ I,

C ′ (k) =
∂h (x (k))

∂x (k)
. (20)

Combining the current input, measurements, and estimations

of the last step, as well as the statistical information of

the system and measurement noise, the EKF can update the

current estimation gain, covariance matrices of the system

states and errors according to (19).

IV. OBSERVER-BASED ISMC CONTROLLER DESIGN

In this section, an improved ISMC is designed to make

the yaw rate track its reference value considering the state

immeasurabilities, input saturation, transient performance, and

system uncertainties, where the desired yaw rate is generated

according to the path-following objective. A system diagram

is shown in Fig. 4 to present the overall depiction of the path

following control. There are two reasons to use ISMC instead

of traditional SMC: 1) ISMC can make the closed-loop system

have the complete robustness or insensitivity in the whole

response from the initial time instance to the reaching mode;

2) ISMC is more flexible in term of the controller structure,

as it consists of a nominal controller to achieve specific

control objective and an additional SMC controller to cancel

the effects of the disturbances or uncertainties. However,

traditional SMC doesn’t have those two features. In this sense,

we can use ISMC to incorporate a CNF controller to improve

the transient control performance. As for the justification, we

have used the traditional CNF as the controller benchmark for

the comparative simulations to justify the advantages of ISMC

method, the readers can also refer to our previous papers on

ISMC [7], [28] and theoretical literature on ISMC [29], [30].

Denote ξ = [γ, φ, φ̇]
T

and u = δf as the system state and

control input, respectively. Based on the modeling presented

in Section II, the control-oriented vehicle model for the path-

tracking purpose can be written as

ξ̇ = Aξ +Bu+ Ed̄, (21)

where

A=





a11 0 0
0 0 1
a31 a32 a33



, B=





b1
0
b3





T

, E=





e11 0 0
0 0 0
e31 e32 e33



,

with

a11 =
−l2f cf−l2rcr

vxIz
, a31 =

mshr(lrcr−lf cf )
(Ix+msh2

r)mvx
, a32 =

2mshrg−l2tks

2(Ix+msh2
r)
,

a33 =
−l2t cp

2(Ix+msh2
r)
, b1=

lf cf
Iz
,b3 =

mshrcf
m(Ix+msh2

r)
, e11=

lrcr−lf cf
Izvx

,

e31 = −
mshr(cf+cr)

mvx(Ix+msh2
r)
, e32 = ltks

2(Ix+msh2
r)
, e33 =

ltcp
2(Ix+msh2

r)
,

and d̄ = [ vy zw2 − zw1 żw2 − żw1 ]T is regarded as the

unknown disturbance, as its elements can be assumed to be

sufficiently small. Note that in this work, we have used the

CNF algorithm to constrain the steering angle in a small

and reasonable region, thus it is reasonable to assume the vy
is sufficiently small. Considering the saturation issue of the

steering angle and facilitating the controller design for ISMC,

(21) is organized into the following form

ξ̇ = Aξ +B [sat (u) + d] ,

y = C1ξ, z = C2ξ,
(22)

where sat (u) = sign (u) · min {umax, |u|} with umax =
δfmax being the saturation limit for the steering wheel angle.

d =
(

BTB
)−1

BTEd̄ is transformed as a lumped disturbance,

which can be identified to be a scalar. y = [ γ φ̇ ]T is the

measurable output. z = γ is the regulated output. r is the yaw-

rate reference for the regulated output z given in (2) based on

the path-tracking objective. As it is assumed vx is a constant,

so there is no singularity problem in the modeled system. The

matrixes of C1 and C2 can be written as

C1 =

[

1 0 0
0 0 1

]

, C2 =
[

1 0 0
]

. (23)

The desire of the ISMC control is to make the system

trajectory to stabilize on the sliding surface at s (ξ, t)= 0. The

ISMC controller u is developed as u = u0 + us, where u0 is

the nominal controller to realize the desired performance when

the overall system is not disturbed, which will be designed

later based on CNF algorithm to enhance the transient tracking

performance in this work. us is the additional SMC controller

to compensate for the external disturbances.

Remark 1: Note that we have regarded the vx as a constant

in this work, as vx can be independently controlled, while in

this work the main contribution in the control part is that we

have proposed a CNF-based ISMC to improve the transient

performance, by integrating an improved adaptive RBFNN.

Therefore we have focused on the control algorithm side, used

a 2 DoF vehicle model and assumed the vx is a constant, which

can facilitate the controller design. Actually we have focused

on the dangerous manoeuvers (including the J-turn on the

slippery road with low speed, and the lane change on the dry

road with high speed), thus within those respective manoeuvers

the vehicle longitudinal speed can be assumed as a constant

in those short periods. As for the small values of the tire slip

angles and the front steering angle, since we have considered

the dangerous driving scenarios, we have constrained the front

steering angle within a small region, thus the tire slip angles

will be reasonably small, which can be found in the later

simulation results.

To achieve the path-tracking control with the rollover pre-

vention and constrained input, an improved integral sliding

surface is defined as

s (ξ, t) = Gs

{

ξ (t)− ξ (0)−

∫ t

0

(Aξ +B∆) dτ

}

, (24)

where Gs = [gs1, ϑ1 (LTR) , gs3] with gs1 and gs3 being

two constants to be designed, and ϑ1 (LTR) being an adap-
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tion gain with a nonlinear barrier function form. Note that

generally in ISMC framework, GsB should be designed as

an uniformly invertible matrix, and it turns into a scalar in

this work. ϑ1 (LTR) is designed to be time-varying accord-

ing to the vehicle roll dynamics behaviour as ϑ1 (LTR) =
(1/80) lnσmax

2/(σmax
2 − LTR2) + 1, which is a smooth,

nonlinear and nondecreasing barrier function with respect to

the LTR defined in (6). ϑ1 (LTR) is used to adaptively

change the weight of the roll angle control in the sliding

surface. σmax is a conservative safe boundary to prevent

vehicle rollover, which can be chosen as 0.6 [31]. ∆ represents

the constrained nominal control portion considering the input

saturation defined as ∆ = sat (u)− us.

The common choice for the additional SMC controller us
is given by us = −Msign[(GsB)

T
s (ξ, t)], where M is a

positive constant satisfying M ≥ dm, with dm being the

bound of ||d||. Without the loss of generality we can consider

GsB = I1×1. The time derivative of s can be given from

(24) as ṡ = GsB(us + d). Such a controller’s actual control

effect is equivalent to that of an “equivalent controller”. For

the purpose of the analysis for the overall stability, us can be

changed with its equivalent controller (us)eq = useq = −d.

Remark 2: Disturbance observer-based SMC is also an

applicable method for the robust control with matched and

mismatched uncertainties [32], [33], which can achieve good

performance and robustness. We used the neural network to

approximate the disturbances for the following reasons: 1) The

neural network approach doesn’t need an exact mathematical

model and thus has been widely used in the estimation of

nonlinear systems [34], [35]. In this work, we used a high-

fidelity and full-car model with CarSim software to implement

the simulation, it would be more accurate to estimate the

disturbances or uncertainties using the neural network, a

data-oriented approach than using a model-based estimation

method, since the vehicle system model is nonlinear and

complex; 2) The neural network system has capability of ap-

proximating any nonlinear function with arbitrary precision on

a compact set based on the universal approximation theorem

[36], thus it can achieve very accurate estimation based on a

large amount of training data.

A. Nominal Controller Design Using CNF

Path-tracking performance for AGVs heavily relies on the

effective steering actuation. In this subsection, we will develop

a nominal controller with CNF strategy for the system free

from disturbances to generate a desired path with the time-

varying target reference and input constraint, and enhance the

transient performance, including reducing the oscillations and

eliminating the SSEs.

Firstly, a linear feedback controller ul for the system (22)

with the time-varying reference is developed as

ul = Fξ + Gcr +Gr ṙ, (25)

where F is the feedback control gain, and should satisfy that

1) A+BF is an asymptotically stable matrix; 2) the dominant

pair of the closed-loop poles of C2

(

s†I −A−BF
)−1

B (s†

represents the Laplace variable) is designed to have a small

damping ratio, which would then in turn generate a quick

rise time for the system response. Gc and Gr are developed

to realize the feedforward control respectively chosen as

Gc = −[C2(A+BF )
−1
B]−1, and Gr is chosen as Gr =

BT
(

BBT
)−1

Ḡ, where Ḡ = −(A+BF )
−1
BGc, where the

linear feedback part is developed to force the control output

z to track the reference r.

Secondly, given any symmetric positive definite matrix

Wc ∈ R
3×3, by solving the following Lyapunov equation, we

can obtain a symmetric positive definite matrix Pc ∈ R
3×3

(A+BF )
T
Pc + Pc (A+BF ) = −Wc. (26)

We denote ξ̄ as the reference of the system state ξ and ξe as

the error between ξ and ξ̄ as ξ̄ = Ḡr and ξe = ξ− ξ̄, implying

that ξ will track ξ̄ as z tracks r. The nonlinear feedback un
is developed as

un = ρ (r, z)BTPc

(

ξ − ξ̄
)

, (27)

where ρ (r, z) is a non-positive and smooth function of

‖z − r‖ used to change the damping ratio adaptively to yield

a higher transient performance. A scaled nonlinear function

[37] is adopted in this study, since it had been proved to have

better robustness to the variation of the tracking reference.

Lastly the two feedback control portions are integrated

(u0 = ul + un) to construct the final CNF controller as

u0 = Fξ +Gcr +Gr ṙ + ρ (r, z)BTPc ·
(

ξ − ξ̄
)

. (28)

B. Additional SMC Controller Design Using Adaptive RBFNN

An additional SMC controller is developed to remove the

effects of the external disturbance and thus to make the path-

tracking controller robust, where the disturbance is compen-

sated with the RBFNN approach.

As a classic feedforward NN, the RBFNN has been wide-

ly applied in various applications due to its advantages of

fast training capability, simple structure and capability of

convergence to global optimization [38], [39]. Given any

continuous function Z (x) defined over the compact set,

there exists a NN function WTϕ (x) to approximate Z (x)
with arbitrary accuracy as Z (x) = WTϕ (x) + ε , where

W = [ω1, ω2, · · ·ωN ]
T

is the adjustable weighting vector,

and ϕ (x) = [ϕ1 (x) , ϕ2 (x) , · · ·ϕN (x)]
T

is the radial basis

vector with N being the number of neurons, and ε is the

approximation error. ϕi (x) is selected as a Gaussian function

ϕi (ξ) = exp
(

−‖x− Ci‖
2
/σ2

i

)

, i = 1, 2, · · · , N, (29)

where Ci = [ci1, ci2, · · · , ciN ]
T

is the center of the receptive

field, σi is the width of the Gaussian function. In this paper

an adaptive RBFNN is developed to approximate the lumped

disturbance (GsB) d which can be regarded as the output of

the RBFNN as (GsB) d = WTϕ (s) + ε, where W is the

optimal weights matrix, and s is chosen as the input of the

network. Based on the above analysis, a SMC controller based

on the adaptive RBFNN algorithm is developed as:

Theorem 1: For the given system with unknown disturbance,
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the proposed path-following control.

with the following controller

us = (GsB)
−1

[

−k1s− k2sign (s)− ŴTϕ− ε̂
]

, (30)

where Ŵ and ε̂ are respectively the estimations of weight

matrix W ∗ and approximation error ε, which are designed as

˙̂
W = Γs

(

Sϕ− σwŴ
)

,

˙̂ε = −σεηε̂
(31)

where S = diag {s1, · · · , sN} with s = [s1, · · · , sN ]
T

, the

sliding variable s and ṡ can be driven to zero asymptotically

and globally in finite time. Note that N = 1, we present S and

s in the vector/matrix form in the following proof to present

the integrated approach for the condition of N > 1. σw, σε,

and η are positive constants, and Γs is the symmetrical positive

definite matrix, which is related to the adaption rate.

Remark 3: Note that there are several advanced adaptation

laws for Ŵ , such as concurrent-learning algorithm [40], [41],

which has many performance benefits, including exponential

stability and convergence. Nevertheless, our research focus and

the main feature of the control strategy design are to improve

the transient tracking performance in the transient period, and

the investigated system in this work, path-tracking control of

autonomous vehicles with the changing road curvatures, can

generally satisfy the requirement of persistency of excitation.

Moreover, the used adaptive RBFNN has achieved good

enough estimation accuracy in the high-fidelity simulations

later, and have more concise expression and lower computation

loads, so we have used the traditional RBFNN approach to

approximate the lumped disturbance.

Proof : Design the Lyapunov function as

V2 =
1

2
sT s+

1

2
W̃TΓ−1

s W̃ +
1

2η
ε̃T ε̃, (32)

whose time derivative is given by

V̇2 = sT ṡ+ W̃TΓ−1
s

˙̃W +
1

η
ε̃T ˙̃ε

= sT [(GsB)us + (GsB) d] + W̃TΓ−1
s

˙̃W +
1

η
ε̃T ˙̃ε

= sT
[

−k1s− k2sign (s)− ŴTϕ− ε̂+ (GsB) d
]

+ W̃TΓ−1
s

˙̃W + η−1ε̃T ˙̃ε.

(33)

With W̃ = W − Ŵ and ε̃ = ε − ε̂, we have
˙̃W = −

˙̂
W

and ˙̃ε = − ˙̂ε. Considering the following equations W̃T Ŵ ≤
−0.5||W̃ ||2 + 0.5‖W‖

2
, ε̃ε̂ ≤ −0.5‖ε̃‖

2
+ 0.5‖ε‖

2
, (33) can

be rewritten as

V̇2 = sT
[

−k1s− k2sign (s)− ŴTϕ− ε̂+WTϕ+ ε
]

− W̃TΓ−1
s

[

Γs

(

Sϕ− σwŴ
)]

+ η−1ε̃Tσεηε̂

=− k1s
T s− k2s

T sign (s) + sT W̃Tϕ+ sT ε̃

− W̃TSϕ+ σwW̃
T Ŵ + σεε̃

T ε̂

=− k1s
T s− k2s

T sign (s) + sT ε̃+ σwW̃
T Ŵ + σεε̃

T ε̂

≤− k1‖s‖
2
− k2 ‖s‖+ 0.5‖s‖

2
+ 0.5‖ε̃‖

2
− 0.5σw||W̃ ||

2

+ 0.5σw‖W‖
2
− 0.5σε‖ε̃‖

2
+ 0.5σε‖ε‖

2

≤− (k1 − 0.5) ‖s‖
2
− 0.5 (σε − 1) ‖ε̃‖

2

− 0.5σw||W̃ ||
2
+ 0.5σw‖W‖

2
+ 0.5σε‖ε‖

2
,

(34)

which can be rewritten as

V̇2 ≤ −κcV2 +Θ, (35)

where κc = min {(k1 − 0.5) , 0.5 (σε − 1) , 0.5σw} /0.5 ∗
max

{

1,
∥

∥Γ−1
s

∥

∥ , η−1
}

,Θ = 0.5σw‖W‖
2
+ 0.5σε‖ε‖

2
. To

guarantee the closed-loop stability of the investigated sys-

tem, the parameters should satisfy the following conditions:

k1 > 0.5, k2 > 0, σε > 1, and σω > 0. This will guarantee

that κc will always have a positive sign, and thus the controlled

system states will be bounded. From the above analysis, it

can be concluded that s, W̃ , and ε̃ are uniformly ultimately

bounded (UUB). The proof is completed.

C. Overall Closed-loop Stability Proof

Once s is converged to zero, ṡ will be maintained at zero

in the presence of the disturbance, which infers that us = −d
in the steady status. Therefore, when the system trajectory

stays at the sliding mode, the SMC controller us can remove

the effects of the disturbance. In the proof of the overall

stability, us can be changed by its equivalent value to facilitate

the analysis. Therefore the system stability with the input

saturation can be concluded in the following theorem:
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Theorem 2: For the given system (22), there exists a s-

calar ρ∗ > 0 , such that for |ρ (r, z)| ≤ ρ∗, the de-

veloped NN-based ISMC control law u which incorporates

(28) and (30) will force the output z to follow the time-

varying reference r asymptotically, if the following condi-

tions are satisfied: 1) There exists a scalar τ ∈ (0, 1) and

cτ > 0 as the largest scalar such that ∀ξ ∈ X (F, cτ ) =
{

ξ
∣

∣ ξTPξ 6 cτ
}

⇒ |Fξ| 6 (1− τ)umax,where X (F, cτ ) is

a set of ξ which satisfies the predefined conditions; 2) The ini-

tial value ξ0 = [ξ1 (0) , ξ2 (0) , ξ3 (0)]
T

satisfies
(

ξ0 − ξ̄0
)

∈
X (F, cτ ); 3) The desired signal, its time-derivative and the

disturbance bound satisfy:|Hr|+|Gr ṙ|+dmax ≤ τumax, where

H = Gc + FḠ.

Proof : Considering (28), the controller u is rewritten as

u = Fξ +Hr +Gr ṙ + ρ (r, z)BTPcξe + us. (36)

According to the definitions of Gr and ξ̄ , it is deducted that

(A+BF ) ξ̄ +BGcr = 0. (37)

Then we can transform the closed-loop form of the investigat-

ed system (22) into

ξ̇e = (A+BF ) ξe +Bη, (38)

where η represents

η = sat (u)− (Fξe +Hr +Gr ṙ − d) . (39)

Given the second and first requirements are satisfied, we have

|Fξe +Hr +Gr ṙ −d| ≤ |Fξe|+ |Hr|+|Gr ṙ|+ dmax≤ umax.
(40)

The value of η can be obtained from (36) according to the

input magnitude as

1) If |u| ≤ umax, based on us + d = 0, we have

η = u− (Fξe +Hr +Gr ṙ − d)

= ρ (r, z)BTPcξe;
(41)

2) If u < −umax, therefore,

η = −umax − (Fξe +Hr +Gr ṙ − d)

= −umax − u+ ρ (r, z)BTPcξe.
(42)

From (40) we can derive that ρ (r, z)BTPcξe < η < 0;

3) If u > umax, therefore,

η = umax − (Fξe +Hr +Gr ṙ − d)

= umax − u+ ρ (r, z)BTPcξe.
(43)

From (40) it is derived that 0 < η < ρ (r, z)BTPcξe.

Considering all the possible cases from (41)-(43), η can

be always written as η = qρBTPcξe, where q ∈ [0, 1]. If

all the conditions are satisfied, the closed-loop system can be

transformed into

ξ̇e =
(

A+BF + qρBBTPc

)

ξe. (44)

A Lyapunov function can be developed as V3 = ξTe Pcξe,

TABLE I
VEHICLE PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION

Definition and Symbol Value

Total Vehicle mass m 1500 kg
Vehicle sprung mass ms 1360 kg
Left/right unsprung mass of the vehicle mf 35 kg
Left/right tire vertical stiffness kt 228000 N/m
Left/right suspension stiffness ks 27000 N/m
Left/right suspension damping coefficient cp 3000 N/m
Moment of inertia about Z axis Iz 3200 kg ·m2

Moment of inertia about X axis Ix 614 kg ·m2

Wheel track width lt 1.539 m
Distance between the roll center to the CG of the
sprung mass hr 0.21 m
Distance of CG from front axle lf 1 m
Distance of CG from rear axle lr 1.6 m
Cornering stiffness of front tires cf,r 78000 N/rad

whose derivative with respect to time can be derived as

V̇3 = −ξTe Wcξe + 2ξTe PcBη

= ξTe

[

−Wc + 2qρ
(

BTPc

)T
BTPc

]

ξe ≤ −ξTe Wcξe.
(45)

For any nonpositive function ρ (r, z) which satisfies

|ρ (r, z)| ≤ ρ∗, we can conclude that V̇3 < 0. Since the

overall system is proved to be asymptotically stable, it can

be concluded that lim
t→∞

ξe = 0 ⇒ lim
t→∞

ξ (t) = ξ̄, finally we

have lim
t→∞

z (t) = C2ξ̄ = r . This completes the proof.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the high-fidelity J-turn and lane-change sim-

ulations are implemented on CarSim-Matlab platform, with a

nonlinear tire model, which incorporates the uncertainties and

disturbances. In the simulation implementation, different road

friction conditions and vehicle speeds are adopted. The control

desire is to make the vehicle track the reference path with high

transient performance. The physical parameters of the vehicle

used in the simulation are presented in Table I [42], which are

extracted from the CarSim software. The schematic diagram

of the high-fidelity CarSim-Matlab platform is shown in Fig.

5, where high-fidelity car model, practical road conditions and

driving maneuvers are embedded in CarSim, whose model

dynamics and measured states signal then are transferred

into Simulink for the state estimation and control verification

purpose. The curvatures of the desired paths used in the J-turn

and lane-change simulations are respectively shown in Fig. 6.

Considering the physical limitation of the steering actuator

and the real implementation, the constraint of the front steering

angle is chosen as 0.2 rad. Note that the motivation of choosing

this value is to ensure driving safety in the critical scenarios,

e.g., slippery road or highway. The observer gains are cho-

sen as Q = diag
{

1× 10−2, 2× 10−5, 2× 10−5, 1× 10−4
}

,

R = diag
{

2× 10−5, 1× 10−5
}

. The yaw rate reference

gains in (2) are chosen as ℓ1 = 3/vx, ℓ2 = ℓ1vx. For the

CNF controller, we have chosen F = [−3.65,−0.19,−0.096],
Wc = diag {0.3, 0.08, 0.08}, α = 0.03, φ = 0.05. The

gains of NN compensator are given as σω = 0.4, σε = 1.2,

Γs = 0.15, and η = 0.02. To validate the superiority of the

developed NN-based ISMC technique, we have compared it
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the high-fidelity CarSim-Matlab platform.
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with the traditional CNF in [37], where the system disturbance

rejection or time variation of the reference was not considered.

Note that the proposed estimator, MME-EKF and controller,

ISMC have good robustness to deal with the sensor drift

and noise. We have used the CarSim platform to verify the

effectiveness of the proposed estimator and controller, where

the sensor drift and noise are in reasonably small regions, and

have very limited effects on the estimation and control effects,

which can be found in the following simulation results.

A. J-Turn Simulation

In the J-Turn simulation, the vehicle runs at a low speed

(vx = 10 m/s) on a slippery road with a low tire-road

friction coefficient (µ = 0.4, where µ is the tire-road friction

coefficient), and is controlled to make a J-turn manoeuver.

The heading error and lateral offset results are plotted in

Fig. 7, from which, one can find both the developed controller

and traditional CNF can stabilize the path-tracking errors, but

the developed control can generate better transient tracking

performance. Path-tracking errors have lower overshoots and
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Fig. 7. Heading error and lateral offset results in the J-turn simulation.

faster responses with the developed controller. Note that the

lateral offset is stabilized at zero, however, there are still

some SSEs in the heading errors. The nonzero heading-error

is generally caused by the lateral speed which is kept for a

smooth steering when the vehicle runs around a sharp corner.

The developed sideslip-angle compensation can reduce the

SSEs of the path-tracking errors to a certain extent, which was

elaborated in previous literature [13]. Since we suppose the

lateral offset is more significant in items of the path-tracking

performance and vehicle safety, we have collocated more effort

in the lateral-offset control. Considering that the transient path

of the lateral offset is enhanced, we can find the developed

approach can considerably improve the vehicle security.

The estimation result for the roll angle is shown in Fig. 8.

It can be found that the estimation is sufficiently accurate in

the whole process, although it is large at the beginning (0-1

second), it is still maintained in a reasonable magnitude, even

during 7-8 second when the path curvature rapidly changes.

Note that we have used high-fidelity built-in tire model and

suspension systems in the simulation study, where the un-
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Fig. 8. Roll angle result in the J-turn simulation.
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Fig. 9. Roll angle and lateral velocity results in the J-turn simulation.

known system uncertainties are involved. The high accuracy

of the roll-angle observation shows the effectiveness of the

developed MME-EKF method, which is of great importance in

the subsequent feedback control and the overall path-tracking

performance. The result of roll angle and lateral velocity are

shown in Fig. 9, from which it is found they are both controlled

within the reasonable regions, which indicates the vehicle

roll and lateral stabilities are maintained, and their transient

performances are improved by the proposed control.

The roll rate and steering angle results are shown in Fig.

10. It can be found that the transient performance for the

vehicle state and control input have been effectively improved.

The roll angle and rate are both maintained in safe regions.

The drastic oscillations in the roll rate are caused by the

changing path-curvature at the beginning. It is maintained

around zero in the steady state by both approaches. For

the control input result, one can observe that both methods

can maintain the steering input in the prescribed constraint,

which is an advantageous characteristic of the CNF algorithm.

However, one can apparently find there are drastic shakes in

the steering angle result under the traditional CNF control,

which is caused by the unknown system uncertainties in

the initial phase. Consequentially the vehicle states will also

have large oscillations, that may lead to the mechanism wear,

or even system instability and insecurity. The smooth input

signal is of great significance to guarantee the path-tracking

performance, therefore it is implied that the developed control

strategy has distinct superiority for yielding high performance

for all the system states and inputs.

The global path-tracking trajectory is plotted in Fig. 11,
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Fig. 10. Roll rate and steering angle results in the J-turn simulation.
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Fig. 11. Path-tracking trajectory results in the J-turn simulation.

including the reference trajectory, real trajectories regulated by

the developed and the traditional CNF controllers, respectively.

We find the developed control can effectively promote the

transient tracking performance, including reducing the over-

shoots, accelerating the convergence speed and reducing the

SSEs. With the comparison with the two controllers, it can be

concluded that the developed control law can effectively en-

hance the traditional CNF’s ability in improving the transient

tracking performance considering multiple control targets, and

thus can further guarantee the vehicle stability, safety, and ride

comfort with less expensive sensors.

B. Lane-Change Simulation

In the second simulation, the vehicle travels in the highway

with a high speed (vx = 30 m/s) on a dry road with a high

tire-road friction coefficient (µ = 0.8). Lane change is an

indispensable but dangerous manoeuver in highway, which

may be more likely to cause lateral slip or rollover. So in this

case study, the vehicle is controlled to make a lane change

with high speed within about 3 seconds.

The path-following error results in the lane-change simula-

tion are shown in Fig. 12. From this figure we find both path-

following errors are converged to zero, under both methods.

Note that the steady-state error for the heading error in the

lane-change simulation is much smaller compared with that in

J-turn simulation shown in Fig. 7. That can be explained by,

that in the first case study, the vehicle runs in a very slippery

road with a very low speed, but conducts a sharp turning

(J-turn), which will result in a larger sideslip angle. This
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Fig. 12. Heading error and lateral offset results in the lane-change simulation.
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Fig. 13. Roll angle result in the lane-change simulation.

will deteriorate the lateral control and increase the difficulty

of converging the heading error. Similarly, we find using

the proposed control strategy the path-following errors have

smaller overshoots during the lane-change manoeuver, which

will further reducing the collision probability.

The estimation result for the roll angle is shown in Fig.

13. From this figure one can see the roll angle estimation is

very accurate, with smaller estimation error compared with

that in the J-turn simulation. That is because the sideslip

angle is smaller when the vehicle travels with high speeds

and conducts a small steering angle in lane-changes (which

is generally more common and safe) in highways. The results

of the roll rate and steering angle input are presented in Fig.

15. Similarly, one can find they are maintained in reasonable

regions. As the sideslip angle and steering angle are generally

smaller in lane-change manoeuvers, the roll angle and roll rate

also have smaller magnitudes compared with J-turns. Both

the two methods can maintain the control input within the

input constraint, while the proposed controller can effectively

reduce the oscillations and lower the overshoots. The roll

angle and lateral velocity results in the lane-change simulation

are shown in Fig. 14, it is found they are both controlled

within the reasonable regions, which indicates the vehicle roll

and lateral stabilities are both guaranteed, and their transient

responses using the proposed control are better than that using

the traditional CNF.

The global path-following trajectory is shown in Fig. 16.

From the result of the comparison, we find the proposed

control approach is able to yield a more accurate and faster
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tracking response, with lower overshoots and steady-state

errors, especially in critical driving scenarios, such as when the

path curvature severely changes. Till now it is validated that

the proposed NN-based control strategy owns better robust-

ness and transient-performance improvement characteristic in

different driving conditions and manoeuvers.
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Fig. 16. Path-following trajectory results in the lane-change simulation.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper design a robust path-tracking controller with con-

siderations of the system uncertainties, state immeasurabilities,

and steering angle constraint. A novel comprehensive ISMC

strategy is developed based on the MME-EKF observer, which

is used to cancel the effects of the unmodeled dynamics and

system uncertainties in estimation. To promote the transient

response, CNF is utilized to design the nominal controller.
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An adaptive RBFNN algorithm is developed to approximate

the unknown vertical vehicle states. The overall stability is

rigorously proved using Lyapunov approach. The comparative

simulation study with high-fidelity vehicle model based on

CarSim-Matlab platform has verified the effectiveness and su-

periority of the developed control. Limitation of the proposed

approach would be we didn’t consider the vehicle parameter

uncertainties or the variation of the longitudinal speed in

the controller design, and we will involve that with other

appropriate nonlinear control strategies in our future study.
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